IEEE Internet Computing celebrates 10 years
with a look at some of the more colorful quotes to appear in our magazine.

It’s a better culture,
and this is the moral message
of the Internet. Its decisive
improvement over Hollywood
and TV is derived from its
offering of cornucopias of choice.
—George Gilder, Jan./Feb. 1997

The next five years will see the
widespread deployment of voice browsers—
digital personae who converse with their
users by phone, retrieve Web information
at their user’s request, and carry out
transactions according to their
user’s instructions. —Jim White,
Jan./Feb. 2000

As for the physical products you’ll still need to buy,
you’ll probably pay for many of those with e-cash, because dollar bills
are going digital too. —Bill Gates, Jan./Feb. 2000

When I walk into a room, the room will know that I have entered.
I will be able to ask the room in natural language for information on a given subject,
and four books will reply with their tables of contents ...
while the Web presents me with links and information via audio, video,
images, holograms, and so on. —Leonard Kleinrock, Jan./Feb. 2000